
Privacy-sensitive data, or personal data, are processed via the website www.offroadcentrum.com. 

Offroadcentrum considers careful handling of personal data of great importance. Personal data is 

therefore carefully processed and secured by us. 

In our processing, we adhere to the requirements of the Personal Data Protection Act (Wbp). That 

means, among other things, that we: 

- clearly state the purposes for which we process personal data. We do this via this privacy 

statement; 

- Limiting the collection of personal data to only those personal data that are necessary for legitimate 

purposes; 

- you first ask for explicit permission to process your personal data in cases where your permission is 

required; 

- take appropriate security measures to protect your personal data and also require the parties that 

process personal data in our order; 

- have our website secured with a ssl certificate and is stored on servers in the Netherlands; 

- do not store visitor data on the website itself and all contact forms are only mailed; 

- respect your right to provide, correct or delete your personal data on your application. 

Offroadcentrum is responsible for data processing. Because our processing operations fall within the 

statutory exemption regulations, they are not registered with the Dutch Data Protection Authority. In 

this privacy statement we explain which personal data we collect and use and for what purpose. We 

advise you to read this carefully. 

Use of personal data 

By using our website and / or services, you leave certain information with us. That may be personal 

data. We only keep and use the personal data provided by you directly, in the context of the service 

you request, or of which it is clear that they are provided to us to process. 

We use the following data for the purposes mentioned in this privacy statement: 

- N.A.P. data 

- Phone number 

- Invoice address / delivery address 

- E-mail address 

Handling order 

When you send us an E-mail and / or place an order, we use your personal data for the processing 

thereof. If necessary for proper processing, we can also provide your personal data to third parties, 

for example parcel services. You can read more about this later in this privacy statement. 



Contact Form 

If you fill out a contact form on the website, or send us an e-mail, the data you send us will be kept 

for as long as the nature of the form or the content of your e-mail is required for the complete 

answering and processing of that. 

Provision to third parties 

Your data is explicitly not given to third parties. 

Social media buttons are included on our site. With this, the administrators of these services collect 

your personal data. 

Google Analytics 

We use Google Analytics to keep track of how visitors use our website. We have signed a processor 

agreement with Google to make agreements about the handling of our data. Furthermore, we have 

not allowed Google to use the obtained Analytics information for other Google services, and finally 

we anonymize the IP addresses. 

Security 

We take security measures to limit abuse of and unauthorized access to personal data. 

Third party websites 

This privacy statement does not apply to websites of third parties that are connected to this website 

by means of links. We can not guarantee that these third parties handle your personal data in a 

reliable or secure manner. We advise you to read the privacy statement of these websites before 

using these websites. 

Changes to this privacy statement 

We reserve the right to make changes to this privacy statement. It is advisable to consult this privacy 

statement regularly so that you are aware of these changes. 

View and change your data 

For questions about our privacy policy or questions regarding access and changes to (or deletion of) 

your personal data, you can contact us at any time via the following information: 

www.offroadcentrum.com / info@offroadcentrum.nl 

 


